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THE NEWLY DISCOVERED FRAGMENTS OF 
EPHORUS, AND THEIR BEARING ON THE 
AUTHORSHIP OF THE HELLENICA O X Y -  
RHYNCHIA AND ON THE STYLE OF EPHORUS 
THANK you very much for the nice things you have I said about Oxford. As I am going to lecture about Ox- 
ford to-morrow night, I will not say anything about Oxford 
this afternoon. 
I want to apologize for my subject, because I am afraid 
that it is highly technical, and I am afraid that most of the 
time I shall be speaking in Greek. But there is one thing I 
want to suggest, coming here to  an Institute where up to the 
present, I think, it is the scientific side that has been chiefly de- 
veloped, and that is this: Evidence must be much the same, 
the conditions of proof much the same, whether we are 
dealing with a historical subject or a subject in physics o r  
chemistry. Of course, the subject matter is not the same. 
T h e  nature of the evidence is not precisely the same. T h e  
same degree of proof that would satisfy a mathematician is 
hardly to be expected from a historian. But for all that, 
historical investigation which is not scientific is worthless. 
Now, to make my subject intelligible, I must begin with 
some history which is not ancient. Early in the year 1908 a 
fragment of a Greek historian was published which had 
been recovered from the rubbish heaps of an Egyptian coun- 
try town, Oxyrhynchus by name, by two old pupils of mine, 
who for many years past have been my colleagues, Grenfell 
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and Hunt.  T h e  discovery gave rise to a very animated con- 
troversy all over Europe as to  the authorship of the frag- 
ment. T h e  view which was put forth as the authoritative 
view by the leading German scholars-because in Germany 
they are nothing i f  not authoritative, particularly a t  Berlin- 
was the view that this was a fragment of a work of the his- 
torian Theopompus, one of the most famous historians of 
the fourth century B.C. In August, 1908, there was an in- 
ternational historical congress at Berlin, a t  which about 
fourteen hundred members were present, and a very large 
number of these were especially interested in Ancient His- 
tory. I had contributed an article to  a German periodical 
which deals especially with ancient history,l and that number 
came out just  in time to be discussed a t  the congress. In this 
article I ventured to call in question this view, so generally 
held in Germany, that the author of the fragment was the 
historian Theopompus. Subsequently I gave a course of 
eight lectures before the University a t  Oxford upon this 
subject, and I afterwards published them under the title o f .  
“Hellenica Oxyrhyizchia: its authorship and authority.” In 
these lectures I attempted first of all to  disprove the theory 
which had received the imprimatur of such great names as 
those of Wilamowitz-Mollendorff and Eduard Meyer, that 
the author was Theopompus, and I endeavoredoto establish 
the positive position that it was a fragment of the eighteenth 
book of the historian Ephorus, the great rival of Theopom- 
pus in the fourth century B.C. 
Now, when two hypotheses are put forward upon any 
subject, in the long run the test which decides between 
them is this: If new evidence turns up, which of the two 
hypotheses does the new evidence support? Does it support 
hypothesis A ?  Or does it support hypothesis B?  When 
1 Klio. 
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another fresh piece of evidence turns up, once more the 
question has to be asked, Does this support A ?  O r  does it 
support B? And if all the new evidence that turns up goes 
to  support hypothesis B, and not hypothesis A, then it be- 
comes very clear that hypothesis B is the correct hypothesis, 
and hypothesis A is the wrong hypothesis. Since my lectures 
were published new evidence has turned up, and my object 
this afternoon is to try and convince you that this new evi- 
dence is practically conclusive in favor of the hypothesis that 
I ventured to  put forward, the hypothesis that  the work was 
the work of Ephorus, and not of the hypothesis that the 
work was the work of Theopompus. 
I cannot, indeed, claim originality for  the theory that the 
Hellenica Oxyrhynchia was the work of Ephorus. This  was 
first definitely put forward by the German scholar, Judeich; 
and, although the arguments that he advanced in favor of it 
were obviously extremely unconvincing, he deserves great 
credit for  being the first to  state quite plainly that he be- 
lieved Ephorus to  be the author. 
W h a t  does the new evidence consist o f ?  And why do I 
call it new? I t  consists of two fragments, or, rather, one 
fragment in one case, and a number of fragments in another, 
which have been identified, not only since 1908, but since my 
lectures were delivered a t  the end of I 9 I 2. T h e  former was 
edited by Grenfell and Hunt ,  jointly; the latter set of frag- 
ments by Grenfell alone. Hunt ,  like most of our professors, 
exchanged the professorial gown for  the soldier’s uniform, 
and he has been doing, first, regimental, and afterwards staff 
work for  the last four years. 
T h e  first of these fragments was edited and published in 
Volume XI of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, in 1913. I t  is but 
a short fragment, consisting of only 195 words; and I call 
it new, because it was identified, not only since the discovery 
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of the original fragment, but since the congress a t  Berlin, 
and since the publication of my lectures. As  to the other 
fragment, certainly no one can question its claim to be new, 
because when I left the shores of England it had not 
been published, and I am not sure whether it has yet been 
published;' but I have the proof-sheets of it here, and I was 
in constant communication with Prof.  Grenfell while he 
was editing it. This  is a much longer fragment. About one 
hundred lines of it are intelligible. There  are a great num- 
ber of individual fragments in all, some of them not bigger 
than a quarter-of-a-dollar piece, but there are sixteen that 
are intelligible, and can be pieced together. 
T h e  earlier of the two fragments in point of publication, 
that published in 1913 ,  relates t o  the early history of Sicyon; 
and the remarkable thing about it is that it fits on precisely 
to a fragment of Diodorus, one of the excerpts from the 
Eighth Book (viii, 24).  T h e  newly discovered fragment 
picks up the story just where it breaks off in the excerpt from 
Diodorus. T h e  story in the excerpt of Diodorus is as fol- 
lows: An oracle was given to the people of Sicyon to the 
effect that their city should be subjected to the rCgime of the 
lash (pamyovop$hoco6al) , for a period of one hundred 
years, and the oracle warned them, when they returned 
from Delphi to their city, to  take notice of the first person to 
whom it was announced after their landing that he was in 
the happy position of being the father of a boy. T h e  new 
fragment fits on exactly to this, and there can be only two 
possibilities as to  its authorship. Either it is a fragment of 
the Poli ty ,  or Colzstitution, of Sicyon by Aristotle (we know 
he wrote such a work) ,  o r  it is a fragment of the his- 
torian Ephorus. There  is no third alternative. Against the 
1 It has now been publishe'd, with a full introduction and commentary, in 
Vol. XI11 of the Oxyrhynchus Pnpyri, 19x9. 
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theory that it is by Aristotle is the extreme improbability of 
such an obscure work as this on the Constitution of Sicyon 
being copied out in the second century of our era. O n  the 
other hand, Ephorus was one of the most famous writers of 
antiquity, and if any historian was likely to  be copied out 
it would be he. But there is a much more conclusive argu- 
ment. I t  is one of the most certain results of historical 
criticism that the work of the historian Diodorus Siculus, 
down, at any rate, to the reign of Philip of Macedon, is 
based upon, or copied from, the work of the historian 
Ephorus. Now, the mere fact that the fragment fits on 
precisely to this passage in Diodorus, which must come from 
Ephorus, is fairly conclusive evidence that this is a fragment 
of Ephorus. And further than that, there are striking coin- 
cidences between the fragment and the excerpt from Dio- 
dorus. In  both there is mention of Andreas, the father of 
a certain tyrarzrzus. In  both the oracle is given from Delphi. 
In  both the fragment and the excerpt there is an individual 
who is described as piyeipoc, that is, a butcher, whose busi- 
ness it was to cut up the animal for the sacrifice. Thus  the 
coincidences are as close as they well could be. Demon- 
strably, it is the same story by the same writer. Therefore, 
I do not think it admits of reasonable doubt that this frag- 
ment is a fragment of Ephorus. I can, indeed, conceive of 
a critic maintaining that it is not Ephorus, and maintaining 
that it is from Aristotle’s Constitutiolz of Sicyon.  But if he 
did maintain this, he would present an extraordinarily weak 
case. Such a hypothesis is conceivable, but it is barely con- 
ceivable. T h e  probabilities are overwhelming on the side of 
the other hypothesis that we have here a fragment of 
Ephorus. 
I t  is f a r  more 
important, not merely because it is much longer, but for 
Now, for the other and newer fragment. 
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other reasons that will subsequently appear. W h a t  is the 
evidence that it is by Ephorus? I will anticipate my conclu- 
sion and say that I am convinced, if I am convinced of any- 
thing, that when this fragment is published there will be no 
competent scholar in the whole world who will be prepared 
to deny that it is from the pen of Ephorus. T h e  case for  
Ephorus is as conclusive as it is possible to make a case. 
First of all, this fragment, which, like the other fragment, 
was written about the year 200 A.D., comes from the same 
site, the town of Oxyrhynchus in Egypt. I t  relates to  the 
period of something like fifteen years that followed the great 
Persian war, a period, roughly speaking, between 479 and 
464 B.C. T h e  sixteen individual fragments that can be iden- 
tified fall into three groups. T h e  first of these relates to  
Themistocles, and contains an appreciation of his character. 
T h e  second contains an account of the exploits of the 
Athenian general Cimon, from his taking up the command 
of the fleet a t  Byzantium. T h e  third relates to a plot to 
assassinate Xerxes, King of Persia. T h e  proof that all this 
comes from Ephorus is threefold. In  the first place, there 
are several statements made in this series of fragments 
which we know from Plutarch to have been statements made 
by Ephorus, and statements to some extent peculiar to  him. 
Firstly, Plutarch says that according to Ephorus the name 
of the commander of the Persian land forces a t  the battle of 
the Eurymedon was Pherendates, and in the fragment we 
have Pherendates given as the name. Secondly, we know 
from Plutarch that certain Greek historians represented 
Themistocles, when he took refuge in Persia, as coming to 
the court of Xerxes. T h a t  was an error. Xerxes was dead 
a t  the time, and really it was Artaxerxes, the successor of 
Xerxes, to  whom he fled; but Ephorus is mentioned as one 
of the writers who brought him to Xerxes and not to Arta- 
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xerxes, and in the fragment it is to Xerxes, not Arta- 
xerxes, that he comes. Thirdly, the number of the Persian 
fleet was given by Phanodemus as six hundred, but Plutarch 
says that it was stated by Ephorus to have been three hun- 
dred and fifty, which is the number given in the fragment. 
You have, therefore, in the short space of one hundred lines 
three statements which we know from external authority to 
have been made by Ephorus, and to some extent to have 
been peculiar to him. 
T h e  second piece of evidence is this. W e  know that there 
were certain of the later writers who had, at first o r  second 
hand, derived their information from Ephorus, and there 
were certain writers who had derived their information, not 
from Ephorus, but from other writers. T w o  of the most 
important writers who derived their information ultimately 
from Ephorus were the Roman historian Justin and the 
Greek writer Polyanus, who composed a work on the 
stratagems employed by generals in warfare. Now, there 
is one passage in this papyrus fragment which we can trace 
in Justin.l The re  is another which we can trace in Polya- 
nus.2 T h a t  is exactly what we should expect, if  the frag- 
ment is from Ephorus. T h e  papyrus, on the other hand, 
shows no agreement, no coincidences, with other writers, 
such as Plutarch,* who did not use Ephorus. T h a t  is the 
second piece of evidence. 
T h e  third, and the most conclusive, piece of evidence is 
the correspondence between the papyrus and Diodorus. 
T h a t  is the center of gravity of the whole question. It has 
1 Justin, iii, I .  Xerxes . . . quippe Artabanus przfectus eius in spem 
regni adductus=Fr. 15. avros KarauXEiv r p  paaihiau /30vXop~uog. 
2 Polyenus, I ,  34, I .  Kai no?& U K & $ ~ ]  pap/3apiKd iZ.Ou=Fr. 9 ,  IO. noXXag pev . . . PapPapiKov U E ~ V  b i k @ t i p ~ .  Fr. 12, 13 .  rpoq ras vavg eQtvyov vrohp,Bavovrtg 
avsois tivai Q i h S  =Poly. rdu ar6Aov Lis QlAtov LrodtXovrai .  
SThough Plutarch refers to statements made by Ephorus, he does not 
follow him as one of his authorities. 
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long been a matter of certainty that Diodorus, who was a 
writer of the reign of Augustus, derived his history from 
Ephorus, but hitherto we did not know the precise method 
that he employed; in what manner he excerpted Ephorus; 
how much he took from him, and how much he left out;  nor 
did we know to what extent the style of Ephorus survives in 
Diodorus; Le., how fa r  Diodorus followed the actual lan- 
guage of Ephorus, as well as his statements. For the first 
time we are in a position to answer these two all-important 
questions. 
I have already pointed out that the first of our two frag- 
ments begins exactly where Diodorus leaves off. F o r  this 
very reason we cannot compare it with Diodorus, because 
the part  of the fragment which we should compare with the 
excerpt from Diodorus is lost. But the longer fragment, the 
one most recently discovered, most fortunately covers the 
ground which is covered by Diodorus, and comparison is 
therefore possible-comparison both of the subject matter 
and of the style. I shall presently go in more detail into the 
question of style. For the moment it may suffice to say that 
the correspondence in point of style is so remarkable-again 
and again there are whole sentences in Diodorus which are 
identical with sentences in the papyrus, o r  identical except 
for the alteration of a word o r  two-that no one in his senses 
could question that what we have here is the writer whom 
Diodorus excerpted. Therefore I have ventured to  call 
both of them new fragments of Ephorus. 
Now, i f  those are new fragments of Ephorus, the ques- 
tion a t  once arises, what light do  they throw upon the prob- 
lem raised in the controversy about the authorship of the 
Hellenica Oxyrhynchia? D o  they tend to  support the view 
that Ephorus was the author of that work, o r  do  they tend 
to disprove i t? The re  are three questions to be considered 
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here. A t  the start, when I set out to  prove the hypothesis 
that the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia was the work of Ephorus, I 
found myself confronted with two assumptions that had 
hitherto been generally accepted. T h e  first was that the 
scale of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia was f a r  too elaborate, 
the treatment of the subject f a r  too detailed, for  it to be 
part of a universal history, a history from the beginning of 
Greek history down to  the historian’s own days, such as was 
the history of Ephorus. I t  was argued that that a t  once 
ruled the claims of Ephorus out of court, because the 
treatment of the subject in the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia is a 
detailed treatment which, it was argued, you could not expect 
to find in a universal history. T h e  second assumption, which 
was based on a passage in Diodorus,l was that Ephorus in 
his treatment of history treated it Kad ykvoc. H e  took a 
subject-we will say, the exploits of Cimon-and he treated 
it as a whole, and when he had finished it he went on to a new 
subject. T h a t  is to say, he did not write, to use the technical 
term, synchronistically. In my lectures I endeavored to dis- 
prove both those assumptions. I endeavored to  prove, 
firstly, that the scale of Ephorus was f a r  more elaborate 
than had been supposed, and, secondly, that as f a r  as the 
history of the fourth century, the period dealt with in the 
Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, is concerned, his method there was 
not KUT& yivos, but synchronistic. 
W h a t  light, then, do  these two fragments shed upon these 
two questions? First, as to the question of scale. H e r e  the 
first fragment is important, because it shows conclusively 
that Ephorus treated this incident, this period of Greek his- 
tory, the rise of  the tyrannis, not concisely, but fully. T h e  
treatment is very full. More  than that, it is entirely inde- 
pendent of our main authority for  early Greek history, 
1 Diod., v, I .  
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Herodotus. I t  was already known that Ephorus had a great 
deal of material for the earlier Greek history which was not 
to be found in Herodotus ; it  is now clear that he made full 
use of it. T h e  fragment, so f a r  as it goes, tends to  confirm 
the contention that the scale on which Ephorus wrote was 
not what had been assumed; that his treatment was not con- 
cise, but full. 
Still more clearly does this conclusion follow from the 
second fragment, because if we compare that fragment with 
the corresponding passages in Diodorus, we find that while 
Diodorus sometimes followed Ephorus very closely, he at 
other times omitted whole subjects which were treated of by 
Ephorus. W e  have two or three conclusive proofs of this 
in this papyrus. One of the incidents referred to is the cap- 
ture of the island of Scyros. Diodorus dismisses that in 
about five words, but it is clear from one of the fragments 
that Ephorus in dealing with this incident dealt with it a t  
some length. T h e  story of the recovery of the bones of 
Theseus from the island is to be found at length in Plutarch’s 
Life of Cimon. It is quite clear from one of these frag- 
ments that that story was included in Ephorus. Thus  a 
whole passage of considerable length in Ephorus has been 
omitted in Diodorus. Similarly, the first fragment, relating 
to Themistocles, is omitted in Diodorus, there being nothing 
a t  all corresponding to  it in his narrative. Again, there are 
in the smaller fragments indications of passages that do not 
correspond to anything that may be found in Diodorus. 
They  were passages in Ephorus which were simply omitted 
by Diodorus. I t  is, therefore, perfectly clear that Ephorus 
treated that period of Greek history f a r  more fully than 
Diodorus did; that his scale was f a r  more elaborate than 
that of Diodorus. T h e  combined evidence of the two new 
fragments on this question of scale goes a long way to con- 
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firm and establish what I maintained in my lectures as to 
the scale of Ephorus’ work. 
W e  come next to  the treatment of the subject matter. In  
my lectures I had maintained, as against Judeich, the view 
of most scholars, that for  this particular period of Greek 
history, the period between the Persian and the Pelopon- 
nesian wars, i.e., the period covered in par t  by the frag- 
ment, Diodorus was perfectly correct in his statement that  
the method of Ephorus was K a d  y lvoc  ; in other words, that 
his method was not synchronistic. T h e  correctness of this 
view has been proved up to  the hilt by the papyrus. Exactly 
what had been anticipated is found there. T h e  proof could 
not conceivably be more complete; and that, I think, indi- 
cates that the method of proof was a sound method, because 
the result arrived a t  is verified by the papyrus. 
But I also endeavored to  prove, as against the view of al- 
most all scholars, that the method of Ephorus for  the next 
century of Greek history, the fourth century, the period cov- 
ered in par t  by the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, was synchronistic. 
M y  method was in both cases precisely the same, because in 
both cases I based my contention upon an examination of the 
narrative of Diodorus. From an examination of his narra- 
tive of the earlier period I endeavored to prove that the 
method of Ephorus was Kailr yLvoc. From an examination 
of Diodorus’ history for  the period of the fourth century I 
endeavored to  prove that the method of Ephorus for  that 
period was synchronistic. Wha t  I venture to  maintain is 
this : that  if my method was unsound for  the fourth century, 
it would have been unsound for  the fifth. It has been proved 
to be sound for  the fifth; and if it has been proved to  be 
sound for  the fifth, I venture to  contend that it is sound for  
the fourth. But if the conclusion I had arrived at, that the 
method of Ephorus in dealing with the fourth century was 
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not KUT& yhvoc but synchronistic, is true, the main argument 
against the attribution of the authorship of the Hellenica 
Oxyrhynchia to  Ephorus disappears. 
Now let us come to the third point, the question of style. 
In  dealing with the claim of Ephorus to be regarded as the 
author of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, the positive evidence 
consisted very largely, though not entirely, of the argument 
from style. T h e  style of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia corre- 
sponded to  all that  the ancients told us about the style of 
Ephorus. I t  was diffuse; it was tame; it was dull. But while 
we knew in general terms that these were the characteristics 
of the style of Ephorus, we knew at  first hand practically 
nothing about the style of Ephorus, because hardly a single 
one of the fragments had come down to us in his own words. 
There  were but one or  two, and these were too short for  any 
argument to  be based upon them. N o r  were we at  that 
time in a position to  assert that we could discover the style 
of Ephorus from the language of Diodorus. W e  are  now 
in a position to  make this assertion, and consequently the 
whole case is altered. W e  now can argue with confidence 
from the style of Diodorus to  the style of the Hellenica 
Oxyrhynchia. W e  can say when we discover a coincidence 
between the style of Diodorus and that of the Hellenica 
Oxyrhynchia, that  it is a coincidence not merely between 
Diodorus and the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, but between the 
latter and Ephorus. I hope by the time the lecture is over 
to  convince you that the evidence on that head is conclusive. 
Le t  us turn, then, first of all, t o  the question of the style of 
the first papyrus, the papyrus about Sicyon. As that consists 
of only 195 words, we must not expect too much. I do not 
think that any of you will expect that  we shall be able to  
prove a conclusive case with regard to  style on a basis of 195 
words; but the surprising thing is, not that  we can prove so 
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little, but that we can prove so much. W e  can prove a great 
deal. If we turn to  that fragment of only 195 words in 
length, we can discover a t  once certain peculiarities in the 
style of the author of that fragment. T h e  first is his fond- 
ness for  the genitive absolute. Of  course, that is a very 
common construction in Greek, but he actually manages to 
use it six times in 195 words. When we turn to  the HeC 
lenica Oxyrhynchia, we find that there is nothing more char- 
acteristic of its style than the frequency of the genitive abso- 
lute. T h e  two fragments have so much in common, a t  any 
rate. 
Another peculiarity in the style of this fragment is the 
repetition of the article after the substantive, of which we 
will take some examples. Instead of saying b TGV LKUWV~OV 
G q ~ o c ,  the writer says b 6fipoc b TGV LKUWV~WV. Of course, 
that is very common construction, but its frequency in the 
fragment is remarkable. There  a re  no less than five in- 
stances of it in this fragment relating to  Sicyon: T ~ C  rupav- 
vl8oc T ~ C  pcMo3aqc i c e a h ;  61b T ~ V  hv6pdav Kai T ~ V  ehux lav  
T ~ V  KaTdrr6hepov; T ~ V  T E XLpav T ~ V  oiKeiav; b vhv 8qpoc 6 TGV 
ZiKuuviuv, twice. In the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia this con- 
struction is excessively common. T h a t  is the second point. 
A third point-a characteristic of all diffuse styles-is the 
habit of coupling together two words, sometimes adjectives, 
sometimes adverbs, sometimes verbs, which are more o r  less 
connected in meaning, as, for instance: d ~ c  i d p a  B Y ] ~ ~ T ~ v  Kai 
+aGhov; 61bv h a  payeipou Kai TOG rux6vToc; + K E I O ~ O  Kai rrpo- 
O ~ Y E T O .  While the words are similar in meaning, two words 
are used where one would be enough. This again is a 
marked characteristic of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia. There  
are, in addition, two or three coincidences of a more special 
kind, I do not want to  make too much of them, but I give 
them to you for what they are worth; coincidences in actual 
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words and phrases. H e r e  is one: rroAA& KaKh T O ~ C  r r o k v h c  
rroi$oavroc. Compare with this Hell. Oxyr., xiii, ad f in . :  
BOIUTO~ phv noAAh KaKhrroifioavrcc T O ~ C  @OK&.C. H e r e  is an- 
other: TAV 6vOpwnov napqpiAqoc. Compare Hell. Oxyr., xv, 
3 :  TOG 61 & v 0 p h o u  TOG Kapnaoiwc. In  both passages the 
word 6vOpwnoc is used in a contemptuous sense. Or again: 
~ I C T & O C  8ia iT lywoc.  Compare Hell. Oxyr., xi, 3 : ~ I E T C ~ O U V  
GioiKohvevoi. While these last three instances do  not come to  
very much, perhaps-and you cannot expect very much in 
195 words-taking it all in all, the coincidences between the 
fragment and the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia are remarkable. 
When we come to the longer fragment, the direct coin- 
cidences of style between the fragment and the Hellenica 
Oxyrhynchia are neither numerous nor remarkable. They  
are indeed singularly few. But there a re  one o r  two words 
that occur in the new fragment, one of them more than 
once, which are favorite expressions of the author of the 
Hellenica. T h e  verb dnoAau@&civ is one ( f r .  4, 5 ,  and I 2 )  ; 
and again, the verb onou6drZciv is another ( fr. z ; cf. Hell. 
Oxyr., xiii, I ) .  The re  is also the use of Giadeiv with a 
participle ( fr. I 2, GICTMOUV bvrcc) . Such coincidences are, 
of course, f a r  too slight to  base any case upon. But the 
important point is this, that when we turn from the direct 
to  the indirect evidence, the case becomes, instead of weak, 
strong, and overwhelmingly strong. By the indirect evi- 
dence I mean the comparison of the style of Diodorus with 
the style of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia. 
Of course, the last thing in the world I should maintain is 
that if you find a word, a phrase, a sentence in Diodorus, 
you can be sure that it comes from Ephorus, because again 
and again you can prove that it is a construction that could 
not have been used by a Greek writer of the fourth cen- 
tury B.c., but that it belongs to a later period. But our new 
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fragment proves conclusively that Diodorus did to a large 
extent incorporate the actual words, phrases, and sentences 
of his authority, Ephorus. T o  establish this contention it is 
only necessary to exhibit side by side the fragments and the 
sentences in Diodorus that correspond to them. 
Fr. 2 .  [TIC] 6~ TOOOUTOIC [ h a ]  TWV ~ p y o v  
=Diod. xi, 59, 2. Tic 6h Toic 2pyoic i v  Eipfivq T ~ V  naTpi8a 
6UVaT$V KaTEoKEhaOE T013hTOIC ; 
Fr.  3. EKEIVOV ~ E V  uno TQC r r o k w c  qripaopwov, TUV B E  nohv 
6ia Tac EKEIVOU rrpateic T ~ C  N E Y I O T ~ C  ~ i p v j ~  uno TWV EAAqvwv 
a€ I W ~  E I ~ ~ V  
LKEivov pkv 3rrb ~ i j c  rr6A~wc :npaopLvov, 
T;IV 62 rr6Xiv 61d T ~ C  LKE~VOU n p d h  krraipopLvvjv. 
=Diod. xi, 59, 3. 
Fr.  4. OO@WTaTqV KaI [6lKat]OTaTvjV . , . TUTqV KaI XdEiTOTa- 
T ~ V  [ y ~ v o p ~ v q l v  rrpoc EKCIVOV . . . unoAappavowoi 
=Diod. 1. c. O O @ W T ~ T ~ V  Kal ~ E I K C O T & ~ ~ V  Xakrru- rdqv r r p k  
i K E i V O V  EbpiOKOj.lEV YEyEVqpLVqV. 
Fr. 6, 7, 8. O ~ E V  napdEPqpEv. A0qvaioi GcKipwvoc TOW MIA- 
ouppaxwv Hiova TYJV ~ n t  C T ~ U ~ O V I  I I ~ p o w v  EXOVTWV EIAOV Kat 
XKUPOV vjv vqoov . . . au[Tou 8c np[oc A U K O [ ~ Y $ ~ V  TOY Plaoi-  
Lea . . . npw . , . pav . . . bpi. , . napaeaAamwv KaAou- 
pevwv [rroAcwv oo]a i  pcv EK T [ ~ C  EAAaIGoc qoav anwlciopwai 
n[apa]xpvjpa OUV[EREIOE] 
=Diod. xi, 59, 4; 60, I, 2, 4. r r ~ p l  p l v  06v T ~ C  OE~~OTOKA~OUC 
i p ~ ~ i j c  ci Kai nEnXEovCrKayrv nTQpEKPdVTEC . . . 'ABvjvaioi 
oTpaTqybv 6Aopevoi K i p o v a  rdv Mlhriasou . . . o h o c  6 1  napa- 
l a p &  T ~ V  O T ~ A O V  kv B u l a v d y ,  Kai KaTanhhac  kni r r 6 h  T ~ V  
6 v o p a ~ o p ~ v q v  'Htbva, TahTvjV phv nEpoGv KaTEX6VTWV &El- 
pLoaTo, XK~~POV 6B ILAaoyGv ~ V O I K O ~ V T ~ V  Kai AoA6rrwv k € ~ -  
rroAipqoe . . . TGV napa0aAaTriwv rr6hewv boai p l v  fioav h~ 
Tla6OU OTpaTvjyOUVTOC EKdEUOaVTEC EK BdavTiou PETa T W V  
Now, the question arises: W h a t  are  the passages in 
Diodorus in which we should expect to find the actual words 
of Ephorus? T h e  more concise the passage in Diodorus, 
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the more probable it is that  he is not using the language of 
Ephorus, because the more he cuts him down, the more he 
would depart from his actual words. On  the other hand, 
the fuller the treatment of Diodorus is, the greater is the 
probability that you have there a good deal, a t  least, of the 
language of Ephorus. But we can go beyond that. I t  was 
pointed out some few years ago by a German scholar, 
Laqueur, that the rrpooipia, o r  prefaces, which Diodorus pre- 
fixes to  each Book of his History, must have been copied out 
f rom Ephorus, on the ground that when Diodorus gets 
beyond the par t  of his history that he took from Ephorus, 
and consequently has to compose rrpocipia of his own, they 
are lamentable stuff. Hence we may look for  the actual 
words of Ephorus in these prefaces. Again, when Diodorus 
is dealing with a political situation, with a question of policy 
o r  a political stratagem, o r  something else of the kind, there 
is a strong probability that in the main he will give us the 
language of Ephorus, because, being a writer of very mean 
intelligence ( I  am not sure that he was not the most stupid 
man that ever wrote history), he was much too stupid to  
conceive for  himself a political situation. Therefore,  the 
more difficult the situation, the greater the probability that 
we have Ephorus and not Diodorus. Once more, there are  
the appreciations of character, e.g., that of Aristides (Diod. 
xi, 44-47), which we know to have been a marked feature 
in Ephorus’ work. These are  the kind of passages which 
we should expect to  come from Ephorus, and in which we 
should expect to  find coincidences of style between Diodorus 
and the Hellenica. 
Now let us turn to  the actual coincidences, and see what 
we have. A t  the very end of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, in 
a passage in which the author is speaking of the breadth of 
Asia Minor,  the following words occur: A K O ~ W V  r a h p  T ~ V  
XLpav GiaTdveiv 6 0 r r ~ p  T a d a v  O T C V ~ V  ApEapCvqv A d  T F ~ C  ~ O V T I K F ~ C  
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e a k h r q c  pcxpi  Kihidac Kai @ O I V ~ K ~ C .  In  Diodorus (xii, 50, 
2 )  we find an exactly similar phrase : 6 phv ydp n a p a t 3 a A h o c  
a h f i c  zlntr T ~ C  ’ A P B q p i ~ i j ~  X h p a c  T ~ V  ApxBv i x o u a a  BICTEIVE 
pLxpi TOG ’ IOT~OU no.rapoG. 
A still more striking coincidence is to be found in the pas- 
sage in which the prosperity of the Thebans during the 
Peloponnesian W a r  is described as follows (Hell. Oxyr., 
xii, 3 )  : BrrbSoaav oi O q p a i o i  no13 npbc E6Gaipoviav bA6ltAqpov. 
With  this we may compare Diodorus xii, I ,  4, a passage in 
the npooipiov to Book xii: noAA4v ~ B O ~ I V  i l a p c v  4 ‘EAAdc 
npbc T ~ V  e6Baipoviav.  T h e  word bh&rthqpov occurs at the be- 
ginning of this same passage. Again, at the very beginning 
of the Hellenica we have the phrase K O I V W O ~ ~ E V O C  hv chop- 
p; )~y  T% pouhfj. T o  this there is a parallel twice over in 
Diodorus (xi, 39, 5 ;  xi, 42, 5 )  : Ei ~ O ~ ~ ~ T O I C  ~ f j  P o d $  
rrpoEincv. As both these are passages dealing with a politi- 
cal situation, we can be sure that the phrase comes from 
Ephorus. 
Again, we have the adjective 2 d p d T a T a  used in a figurative 
sense a t  the beginning of Chapter 4 of the Hellenica. In 
Diodorus we find bspoc,  in the positive degree, similarly used 
in a figurative sense more than once. T h a t  is not a very 
common use of the term. 
O r  again, T I ~ O K ~ ~ T E I  G d L x O q c a v (Hell. Oxyr., i i ,  2 ) .  
With this we may compare GichLxeqcav ‘ I ~ ~ o K ~ ~ T E I  (Diod., 
xii, 69, I ) . In both passages GiahEX8jvai  is used in the same 
sense of “conferring with” o r  “intriguing with.” 
Again, twice over in the Hellenic0 we have the word 
CEcTaap6c,  a review of troops, in place of the more usual 
CELTaoic. I t  occurs in Diodorus three or four times. 
Another phrase that meets us in the second line of the 
Hellenica is 06 PET& T G C  TOG Bhpou y v h p q c .  Its  equivalent, 
Zrrrtr ~ f i ~  TOG 6;)pou yvhpqc,is frequent in Diodorus in passages 
describing a political situation. 
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Let us now turn to  an interesting group of words, be- 
cause they belong to the terminology of politics. In the 
Hellenica (i, 2 ) ,  the conservative party at  Athens is de- 
scribed as ~ G O I  yvdJpipot Kai XapkvTrc qoav, XapkvTcc was 
noted a t  once, when the fragment was discovered, as a new 
term-an unusual term-but you have it in Diodorus, two 
or  three times over (xiii, 104, 6, and xiv, 5 ,  7 ) ,  though in 
the comparative degree. In the same passage in the Hel -  
lenica ( i ,  3 ) ,  in i r iKr ic is used with a political connotation. 
This use is found in Diodorus (xiii, 53, I ) .  
<Dpovciv d fiaKc6aipoviov (Hell. Oxy-., xii, I )  is thor- 
oughly Diodorean, and i-raipda, in the same passage, is also 
found in Diodorus. Though pipoc ,  in the sense of a political 
party, is not found in Diodorus, pcpk is. Wi th  GUVTCAOG 
TUV r ic T ~ C  @$a< (xi, 3 )  we may compare ouvTrlr Ia,  in 
the sense of a confederacy, which is common in Diodorus. 
If we turn from the terminology of politics to that of 
warfare we find the following words common to the H e l -  
lenica and Diodorus : GqoCv, n3pOriv, Xrqi iarr iv,  L v r G p r i ~ r ~ v ,  
Ka-rh K ~ ~ T O C  i i ic iv,  ovvxTaypLvoi. All of these are, of course, 
common enough words. Among other words o r  phrases 
which are found both in the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia and 
Diodorus we may point to G K & $ O C ,  rrpoCxrtv, h i i i i o ~ p i ~  or
~ U G ~ E V O C  i x ~ i v  o r  6iaKrioOa1, napaOahaTTihoc, KaO’ iirrrppohfiv, 
and C ~ V T I T ~ ~ ~ T T E I V .  TOGTO TA TLAOC ihapsv, the phrase with 
which the revolution at  Rhodes is dismissed, is constantly 
used by Diodorus for  the purpose of concluding an episode. 
To & . p t p & ~ $ ~ i p ~ c  XdJpa ( H e l l .  Oxyr., xiii, 3)  there is a 
sufficiently close parallel in Diodorus (xi, 79, I ) : ncpi XdJpac 
‘op6pou Cip@ioPv‘ppic. Finally, there are words such as 
G I T O U ~ & ~ I V ,  napoGveiv, 3noXapp&veiv, KaTadayclc, rrpoeupla, 
which are great favorites with both writers. 
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I venture, therefore, to  think that when you consider the 
material afforded by the two new fragments in regard to the 
question of scale, of treatment, and of style, you will find 
the evidence in favor of the hypothesis that Ephorus is the 
author of the Hellenira Oxyrhyncltia to  be overwhelming. 
One question which is of the utmost interest remains to 
be answered, and that is the question of the style of 
Ephorus. How fa r  can we determine from Diodorus the 
style of Ephorus? There  are certain passages that may be 
picked out, mostly from the eleventh book of Diodorus, 
where I think we may be as certain as we can be that we 
have before us the actual words of Ephorus, partly because 
in some places the style is much too good to have been in- 
vented by the brain of Diodorus. T h e  passage (xi, 39 and 
40) which describes the way in which Themistocles out- 
witted the Spartans when they wished to prevent the re- 
building of the walls of Athens, is one. I think that, i f  you 
will read that through, you will see that a great deal of the 
language which is used must come straight from Ephorus. 
Again, there is the story of the way in which Themistocles 
built the harbor of P i rzus  (xi, 41-43). T h e  story is told 
a t  great length, and I am disposed to  think that the whole 
passage has been taken from Ephorus, verbatim et litera- 
t im, with the alteration of a few words and phrases. Again, 
there is the passage in which he describes the transference 
of the hegemony from Sparta to  Athens (xi, 5 0 ) .  Here ,  
too, I think there can be no question that we have the actual 
Ephorus. T h e  passage (xi, 54, 55) in which he describes 
the banishment of Themistocles is another instance from 
the same book. The re  is much, too, that comes from the 
pen of Ephorus in the account of the siege of Ithome (xi, 
64) .  T w o  passages from later books are interesting. One 
(xii, 5 8 )  is the passage in which he describes the outbreak 
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of the plague at  Athens, and explains its origin. T h e  lan- 
guage is much too technical and much too good for Diodo- 
rus. Clearly he got the whole passage straight out of 
Ephorus. H e  certainly did not get it out of Thucydides. 
Finally there is a passage (xii, 38-40) which we know from 
Diodorus himself to be derived from Ephorus, the account 
of the causes of the Peloponnesian W a r ,  and the story of 
the advice given to Pericles by the young Alcibiades. This  
passage, if carefully examined, will, I think, give an excel- 
lent idea of the style of Ephorus. 
If we read through these passages we shall find words 
and phrases which carry on the face of them the stamp and 
impress of his style. I n  the second passage (xi, 41-43) we 
have p e d  TQV 6uvap&ov Kai pl&rrTEiv Kai Q+Ekiv T& p l y m a -  
poAAcrai yCvEo0ai 06ppouA6c TC Kai EioqyqThc-Tohouc bpijv 
Ao+poaAvqv T ~ V ~ P ~ C - K ~ V  a h q  K ~ ~ V V J  T& GuvaTb l C y ~ i v  Kai aup- 
+CpovTa. In  the next passage (xi, 50) we find TO&< TE TQV 
~ ~ I W T ~ V  oiKouc n o l l h v  irri6ooiv A$$EoOai rrpbc EbBaipoviav-Tijc 
ycpouaiac O U V E ~ ~ E V O ~ J O ~ C  r r ~ p i  T O A T W V - ~ ~  aup&eiv ybp TG 
& d p ~ q  ~ f i ~  0 a A h q c  &p+iapqrdv. These last words afford 
an example of a construction, a clause in oratio obliqua 
introduced by ydp, which is extraordinarily frequent both in 
the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia and in those passages in Diodo- 
rus which appear to have been taken from Ephorus with lit- 
tle change. I n  the next passage (xi; 54, 5 5 )  we have 
GIEAC~OVTO 6 h  Kai roic hX0poic TOG OE~IOTOK~COUC, rrapotbvovrcc 
a h o k  rrpbc T ~ V  KaTUyopiav (6 idhyovro  and rrapoEbvovTEc are 
both characteristic of the Hellenka)-pE.r& 6 h  r a c r a  oi phv 
+oP$CvTEc a h o c  T ~ V  h - ~ ~ p o x h v ,  oi 6h +0ovhoavrcc ~ j j  86Ey, TQV 
pkv ~ r j ~ p y ~ o h  irrEAd0ovTo, T ~ V  6’ ioxhv arjroij Kai T& Qp6vqpa 
TarrEivoGv ilarreu6ov (ilorr~u6ov, again, is characteristic of the 
Hellenica and of the Ephorean passages in Diodorus). In  
the passage that relates to the siege of Ithome there is a 
dplhlbJpCVOUC nEpi 66EY)c Kai rrpWTEiWV-ThV 6ElV6TqTa KCli pEya- 
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phrase that no one would think of attributing to  the inven- 
tive powers of Diodorus-Thv $&av &E~ni~po~uov (xi, 64, 
3 ) .  T h e  passage in Book xii, which gives Ephorus’ ac- 
count of the causes of the Peloponnesian W a r ,  has probably 
suffered but little from the touch of Diodorus. Sections 
2, 3, and 4 of Chapter 38 are possibly almost intact. These 
passages have been selected from two books only, and in 
these two books there are many more passages that have 
as good a claim as those selected to give us the actual words 
of Ephorus. T h e  newest fragment affords indisputable 
evidence of the extent to which the language of his author- 
ity was reproduced by Diodorus in his appreciation of 
Themistocles (Diod. xi, 59 compared with fragments 2, 3, 
4 ) .  I t  may safely be assumed that we have the genuine 
style of Ephorus in the Irraivoc of Aristides and the plaa- 
qqpia of Pausanias (xi, 46, 47) .  Another passage in Book 
xi in which we may detect again and again the hand of 
Ephorus is one which, on the ground of its contents, may 
fairly rank among the most valuable contributions of Diodo- 
rus to our knowledge of this period of Greek history. I t  is 
the passage (xi, 79-83) in which the story of the battles 
of Tanagra and CEnophyta is told, and the political condi- 
tions of Bceotia described. I t  is significant that the two 
passages in ancient literature which give us the fullest in- 
formation as to the Baeotian League are this passage and 
the famous Chapter 1 1  of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia. If 
any one will be at pains to work through the remaining books 
of Diodorus that are derived from Ephorus-xiii, xiv, and 
xv-on the lines that I have indicated for Books xi and xii, 
he will, I have little doubt, find it no impossible task to re- 
cover, in passage a f te r  passage, the ipsissima verba of the 
famous historian. 
EDWARD M. WALKER. 

